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Name the webcast, add 
the brand and language

Schedule the date and 
time

Select the type of 
webcast (audio, video 

and slide presentation) 

Define the security 
settings

Identify your video 
source

Whether it’s for internal or external communications, HR,  sales & training webcasting - off you go. Easy isn’t it? 

EASYWEBCAST has been designed for global businesses to communicate  easily and securely with all the 
great presentation features of a traditional webcast.

 Using our EASY wizard feature, it has never been so simple, intuitive and quick to create your own brandable 
webcast.

There are just 5 easy steps to create an EASYWEBCAST



And EASYWEBCAST has the easiest pricing in the market too. Webcasting to up to 1,000 participants for up 
to 120 minutes at a simple fixed price makes it simpler for clients to budget and much easier for your teams 

to sell. And we include 12 months on-demand hosting as standard.

A FEW QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS COMING SOON

Q: Is EASYWEBCAST fully self-service? 
A: In September - for our Phase One release - there will be some dependencies 
on wtv. for signal acquisition, specifically for WebEx and Zoom. A later release 
will provide even higher levels of automation and a development roadmap is 

available to our first reseller partners. 

Q: How easy will it be to set up an EASYWEBCAST?
A: Once you have an account set-up by wtv. simply use the wizard function to 

complete the webcast creation in 5 easy steps (this will soon become a fully 
automated process).

Q: How many people can join at any one time?
A: EASYWEBCAST is designed for up to 1,000 participants as standard and 

any amount of additional users can be added on request.

Q: What happens if more attendees join EASYWEBCAST? Will they be allowed 
to join?

A: Yes, additional attendees can join and will be charged with a simple, 
low-cost rate card.

Q: What’s the duration of each EASYWEBCAST?
A: Up to 120 mins as standard, and extended on request with a simple, low 

cost rate card.

wtv. has a 20 year track record of delivering the most secure, managed service webcasts for the world’s 
largest and most visible organisations. 

Our hands-on experience, together with the technology and security needs of the world’s most demanding 
clients, has been distilled into EASYWEBCAST - the high quality self-serve webcast platform solution for 

global resellers.

On-demand viewing Up to 12 
months, this can be extended, but is 
chargeable

Present live up to 1000 participants

Up to 120 minutes in length

Ability to create your own branded 
webcast

Audio, Audio & Slides, Video Only or 
Video & Slides

Creation of webcasts (Webex , Zoom)

WHO ARE wtv.

Contact mark.coomber@wtvglobal.com for a quick response

will include full 
statistics and single 

sign-on login and 
webcam integration

will include automated 
integration with 

Microsoft Teams, Zoom 
and Webex


